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PREFATORY REMARKS

Although the following Arabic text is taken from a
unique MS the evident consistency of its orthography and
grammatical forms lend sufficient philological interest to
justify its publication It was therefore a conditio sine
qua non that the Hebrew version which is only a few
decades younger should accompany its reproduction although

it is not distinguished by great literary importance nor
handed down by reliable scribes On account of the par
ticularly corrupt condition of one codex it appeared out
of place to give more than a selection of the variations

The Arabic text is printed in Square characters A
transcription in Neskhi would strongly impair its peculi
arity and half an hour s practice is sufficient to enable
students to read most texts in square characters It would
probably never occur to anyone to transcribe Karsuni
texts

Instead of restoring the classical readings and cor
recting mistakes in the text itself I thought it more ex
pedient to leave the latter unchanged and to place my
suggestions in the notes The indistinct sibilant peculiar
to the Maghribine dialect and corresponding with s in
pleasure is transcribed by z

Finally I have to testify my gratitude to Dr A
Neubauer who with his well known kindness procured
photographs of the original MS for me also to Mr Felix
Perles stud phi of Munic for collating my copy of the
Hebrew version with Cod Monac and to M M Schwab
in Paris for the bait contained in Cod Paris
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INTRODUCTION
I THE AEABIC ORIGINAL

1 The Author The author of the philosophical poem
appended is according to the superscription Abu Amran
Musa b Tubi al IsraiM y of Seville 2 His identification
with Maimuni by regarding Tubi as mutilated from al
Qurtubi 1 cannot be maintained and Steinschneider who
all but suggested it some time ago seems in his latest
work to have abandoned that theory altogether although
he does not say so 5 Besides the quotation in another
MS 6 of R Mosche of Seville author of the Sab iniyya
the Hebrew translator also deliberately calls him Mosche
b Tubhi which name had to be fitted into the metre of
his introductory verses But instead of giving the
the town in which the author lived the translator simply
describes him as Ma arabhi which term also comprises
residents of North Africa Problably he iised this term
either to suit the rhyme or drew the inference of the
author s nationality from the circumstance that the poem
is written in the Maghribine vulgar dialect

This linguistic peculiarity of the poem is borne out

See SU p 932
See rem 6

8 Who also had the names Aba Amran Musa allsraili
4 Cat Bibl Bodl Col 2387 ep Jiid Lit Ersoh u Gruber 430

rem 5 but omitted in Jnvish Lit 346
r SU ibid
6 Cod Far 769 2 fol 55 o



by the author himself who in two baits 44 45 distinct
ly alludes to his purposely having written in an alle
gorical and unclassical style 1 Now this seems strange
and the author must have had a reason for it It is clear
in itself that if he wrote in a vulgar idiom at all he did
so from choice and not from necessity For it is absurd to
assume that a man trained in philosophical studies and
evidently acquainted with the Arabic literature on the
subject 2 should not have been able to write with more
correctness of grammar and style As will be seen
the peculiarities of his diction go far beyond the vulgar
isms very common in the Jewish Arabic writings in
general and of which also Maimunis Guide contains a
considerable number

Another notable feature of the Sab miyya is its bearing
on the Guide 3 which it so closely follows that the He
brew translator calls attention to the verbal identity of
a philosophical axiom with a passage in the Guide
This is also the case with other passages unnoticed by the
translator 5 Also the author s regard for Aristotle 6
deserves to be mentioned in the same light It appears
to have been the poet s aim to give for those who alrea
dy possessed a slight knowledge of philosophy 7 an ab
stract of the most important philosophical ideas of his

By the word rvStn the poet evidently wished to protect himself
against the imputation of being ignorant of the classical language and
that he intentionally wrote in the vulgar style

2 See the technical terms of philosophy and medicine occurring in
the poem

3 See the notes to the English translation

See Sch to 47
8 b 32 51 52

b 67
See b 45
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age in close affiliation to Maimuni s writings 1 and in
what lie considered an attractive and popular form That
his work gained for him some fame is sufficiently account
ed for by the fact that it is not only quoted by another
author but that his admirers desired to have it trans
laled into Hebrew 2 for the benefit of those who could
not read it in the original

In the last bait allusion is made by the author to
his works on metaphysical subjects Although the
language of the verse in question may be criticised the transla

tor s remarks leave no room for doubt as to hishavingwritten
such books It appears however that the author s own
words are his only authority as he gives no particulars
and was probably unable to do so The history of the
Jewish literature does not mention even the titles of those
books which evidently were not of sufficient importance to
justify their preservation

We have no direct information as to the age in which
the author lived Steinschneider places it in the first
half of the 14 th century 3 probably basing his inference
on the period of the translator Considering the proba
bility that the latter was never in personal connection
with the author it may perhaps be fixed somewhat earlier

2 The Poem The title of the versification which
forms the subject of the present study is asSab iniyya 4
which is a relative of the vulgar form of the numeral
sab in seventy and therefore to be translated The poem
of Seventy baits A 71 st bait is annexed which contains
a play upon the number seven Every bait has four verses

The similarity of the names may perhaps be accounted for by
a desire of the author to express thus his admiration for Maimuni

2 See the tianslator s preface
3 SU Hid see BB XIV 99
4 x yao jN so also cod Paris
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the first three of which have an independent rhyme whilst
all the last ones throughout follow the rhyme iyya It
is to be noted that the poem has a metre l which is a
species of Eamal 2 so arranged that the characteristic foot
appears twice in every verse I believe however that it
is questionable whether the poet borrowed the metre directly
from the Arabic prosody The liberties which he took in its
employment and other circumstances make it probable that
he modelled it on a Hebrew poem 8 of the Spanish school
in which this metre is not rare The fundamental element
failatun epitritus secundus is often changed into mafulatu
epitr 1V mustaf ilun epitr Ill and mafailun epitr I

There occur even ditrochaei and choriambi The ictus is
on the odd syllables the poem is therefore to be read
with a trochaic cadence Finally all the concluding verses
are acatalectic whilst many of the others are catalectic

As far as can be judged considering the uncertainty
of the orthography and pronunciation the treatment of
the syllable undergoes the following alterations Long
syllables if not affected by the metrical accent are often very
much shortened e g asabi 64 1 After the manner of
the Hebrew poets the Swa quiescens of closed syllables
disappears and the consonant is drawn to the following
syllable by which also the word accent is altered as in
malak 10 3 and malakatiyya 23 4 Short vowels in open
syllables are dropped if not required for the sake of the
metre We must of course refrain here from going into
details because the pronunciation of the words is be

See also the prefatory remarks of the Translator to whose chan
ting of it we owe the translation of the poem

Cp Freytag Darstell d arab Vorskunst p 240
See Yehudah Hallevis song in Luzatto Bethulath b Yeh p 37

N 8 and Rosin R3ime u Gediehte d Abraham b Esra p 113 N 70
cp also the concluding Arabic verses in the latter poem
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yond our control At the end of words both long and
short vovels are apart from the neglect of the Trab

simply omitted e g wazuh 4 3 il 12 4 etc On the other
hand short vowels are lengthened under the influence of
the metrical accent e g ahad 6 2 Sharpened syllables with
Tasdld lengthen the vowel but change the double con
sonant into a simple one e g akhds 3 3 New syllables are
both inserted after the second radical of monosyllabic forms
ieher 64 2 med gutt and added at the end either as resto
ration of the Trab when the classical form reappears

or simply to make up for the number of the syllables
nefse 20 3 tai ilahi 41 1

The language as already intimated is the Arabic
dialect of the Maghreb 1 which is not only marked by
the orthography but also by words peculiar to the same
Otherwise it is pure Arabic and in many cases scarcely
differs from the classical Also the interchange of cog
nate consonants is not carried as far as in later produc
tions of the same kind and probably a good deal of it
must be put to the account of the copyist

As to the contents of the poem they are moral and
religions exhortations in which are interspersed the chief
philosophical ideas rife at the time of the author It be
gins with the Aristotelian axiom adopted by Arabic and
Jewish philosophers that perfect happiness can only be
gained by means of perfect metaphysical training No
time is therefore to be wasted with worldly pleasures
Man s best portion is his intellect the proper use of which

The note of sale published by Steinschneider in Cat Monao p
101 written in the same orthography shows its general use among the
Spanisli Jews in this period The translation of that note however in
HB XIV 99 requires a few rectifications As to Nta rt see p 9
SnSin bxblbn auctioneer or broker tpn npn see below p 14
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brings him near to God Man is composed of angelic and
bestial elements In the wicked the latter preponderate
and pollute his pure soul which should return in purity
to God The world is a bridge over which everybody must
pass The best and most endurable garb is learning and
good actions which lead to the Approach of God Men
desirous of learning must leave mundane pleasures No
bility of soul is highest spiritual pleasure greatest
Those who have acquired learning escape annihilation
The classes of science to be studied are Religion
Medicine Logic Physics Metaphysics Astronomy and
Geometry which bring the student to perfection They
are all however to be founded on humility and solitary
meditation Learning combined with a devout life forms
the truest worship of God Only in this way man may hope
to find the gate that leads to the society of the Creating
Intellect All this is only expressed in enigmas and in a
corrupted tongue the philosopher will however understand
it God the Creator of the elements is an absolute Unity
which to deny means to deny His existence One is in
divisible He is the Prime Mover and origin of all things

After this follows an enumeration of philosophical and
ritual topics connected in a Neo Pythagorean style with the
numbers two to seven the importance of which last num
ber is particularly made prominent in the concluding verses

II THE HEBREW TRANSLATION
1 The Translator The Hebrew translation of the

Sab iniyya was composed by Solomon b Immanuel Dapiera 1

and is the only work of his known With respect to his
identity the only information we possess is that suplied

To be distinguished from the poet Sol b Meschullam Dapiera
who lived somewhat later
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by his daughter s tutor who in a note of sale in a MS 1
dated 1363 speaks of him as deceased Although his
death could only have taken place a short time before
we may considerably antedate the period of the author
of the Arabic original For from the introduction to the
translation which I reproduce here in full we may infer
that the translator was never in personal connection with
the author and it was only by chance that he undertook
the translation of the poem The introduction is as
follows

Solomon b Immanuel of Piera 2 Lafta 3 says This
poem in the Arabic original fell by chance into my
hand 4 but it was full of mistakes on the part of the
copyists who were neither sufficiently acqainted with the
language nor its orthography When I however saw its
high tendency I tried to correct and translate it into our
holy language in its own poetic form Now every con
noisseur is well aware how difficult it is to transcribe a
philosophical composition into verse without being forced
by the exigencies of metre and rhyme here to add there
to substract trifles from the original How much more

See p 7 rem 1
2 Cod A has N3 B a point over the word seems to denote that the

copyist was not quite sure about the name or he meant to correct it on
the margin and forgot For ipoa cp HB ibid and Zunz in Geigers
Jiid Zeitschr VI 102

8 A nan 1 with two points over the a and corrected on the
margin in ndneA The above mentioned note in Cod Mon 265 has
ndbS Steinschheider HB ibid is right in rejecting the translation by
speaker or a derivation from lapis SCI ibid rem 192 The word
is evidently arabic and the h not only represents the article but also
a Hamza is omitted after it This is very common in the Magbribine
orthography see yRAS 307 The word is in all probability to be read
NBBn jN which means a hollow backed broad chested man

H 1 N3
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is this the case with a composition of some length not
to speak of a metrical translation into another language
even if the translator he a good scholar and a fa
mous poet What if he be deficient of all these qualities
as 1 am There occur in this poem particularly in the
last twenty verses mysterious and abstruse things which
the author according to his own words purposely render
ed difficult Therefore my friends who heard me sing
it as in the night when a holy solemnity is kept 1 urged
me to explain the author s meaning as I understood it
I agreed to comply with their desire as briefly as possible
according to my usual habit but from God I pray
help

It in obvious that Sol Dapiera did not receive the
original from the author otherwise he would have ex
pressed his satisfaction and would certainly have asked
the latter s explanation with respect to the last twenty
difficult verses Apparently he knew nothing about the
author at all he simply gathered his name from the
superscription in his copy and either did not succeed
or did not care to learn more about him This is in
accordance with his uncritical method Rather strange is
his remark about his copy being rich in mistakes I be
lieve he saw the original in the same light as some mo
dern scholars who treat it rather slightingly owing to
the supposed carelessness with which it is written What
appear as mistakes are only the characteristics of the
vulgar orthography sometimes also adapting themselves to
the metre which also in other cases have been taken for
blunders by those who did not understand them 2 The
MSS of the oldest and best Jewish Arabic writings abound

Isaiah XXX 29
5 See my remarks in RevEtJ 50 p 260 3
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ia vulgarisms of all kinds 1 and editors as well as
describers of MSS and critics have often charged the copyists
with mistakes which in all probability were due to th e author s
way of writing Although the original of our poem is not quite
free from mistakes the strange appearance of its ortho
graphy is not due to careless copying There is a method
in the mistakes which should not be confounded with
common blunders On the contrary not only the forms
but also the vulgar words and constructions show their
direct origin It seems that the translator was not quite
equal to his task At this period the Arabic language in
Spain had fallen into desuetude The concluding verses in
particular represent by no means the most embarrassing
part of the poem but for the real difficulties the trans
lator offers rather limited assistance

2 The Translation is styled Batte Hannefesh 2 as in
dicated in a concluding remark as well as in two verses
attached to the Commentary The translation closely
follows the original as to strophe and rhyme but differs
in the metre which is one yathed four t nuoth in each
verse The versification is not very correct as the trans
lator indulged in all sorts of liberties Altogether he be
trays little skill in the treatment of the Hebrew language
both in the text and the scholia Although in his preface
he pretends to have corrected the original text the scho
lia offer no critical remarks on the same In several cases
however he furnishes material tor corrections As the
translation often goes its own ways and the scholia form
a commentary on this rather than on the original text
they sometimes contain ideas not expressed by the author

In view of the translator s prefatory apology it is

See the notes in G in mamy places op also LA Introduction
p XIV sqq

2 Isaiah III 20
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not surprising to find that his baits often do not corre
spond with those of the original The discrepancies of
the numbers are however as completely as possible mar
ked in my translation

Of works of other authors the scholia once quote Ibn
Roshd s Commentary on Aristotle s Physics and perhaps
the latter s Poetic 2 The citation of the Guide has already
been referred to above Ibn Sina is mentioned b 26

in THE MSS
1 The Original The Arabic text of the Sab tniyya

is taken from the unique Cod Bodl Hunt Don 7 see
Neubauer s Catologue Nr 2095 in 4 fol 309 3lO vo
It is written in a distinct Maghribine cursive and in
rather large letters Each bait forms a line Unfortuna
tely it is not dated but it does not seem to be later
than the XV th century A careful examination will show
that it is by no means so carelessly written as Stein
schneider and Neubauer allege The copyist corrected
his erors in various places by striking out or dotting
false words and letters V 56 3 is a dittography of 55 3
but this bait is fortunately preserved in Cod Paris re
ferred to above 8 This dittography is however instructive
for the author s or copyist s orthography with respect
to the treating of Hamza at the beginning of a word
see the textnote

As to the grammatical and lexicographical peculi
arities the following is to be observed
A Orthography
1 N 1 1 are added to mark the vowels a u i e g

b 2 op SU ibid rem 193
2 b 28
a See p 3
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a 3 3 noiNp 6 4 JKOnKS 40 1 N 0N D3 50 2
b Diman 3 3 roan 101 do p 13 3 nijin 6i 2
c yok 3 rroa 33 cp 6 Torn jfo d 16 1

2 N 1 omitted e g
a mjJD l 2 2 rrwhx 34 1 see also v 2 and 3 bysbx

38 2 yei 46 3 cfc
b ba 12 24 3 alif almaqsura JW 2 3 TWI 31 2 with

Hamza nnnJN 33 1
3 N of the article omitted jDND a 63 1 t missing in

iOBilN 60 4

4 N with Hamza omitted in 39 2 IfcPJ N 66 2 Hamza
dropped in Dafctt 55 3 wakmal

5 N PI 1 1 interchanged TV lbx 5 2 l rP 6 2 t pV 4l 3 i6n
57 3 N and PI are ad libitum interchanged in the rhyme

6 Hamza not only after but also after short Kesra is

changed into under the influente of the metrical
accent e g iT N 61 4

7 n is generally undotted wherever it is mar
ked it stands with few exceptions for n e g
rro 33 4 cp l c nvsj 37 4 nam 55i 60i m 6i 3
m 70 4 Rem n for n in nna 29 mm 50

8 Dentals interchanged e g 3 0 6n 36 s COpD 44 4
rwna 40 3

9 Sibilants and 2 interchanged I omitt instances for
the common interchange of S3 and 2J e g DNDN cp
1 a nBiK 3 2 NatfN N 8 s W 9 2 hint 48 3 anjTN 44 3

10 Nunation expressed by N and written separately
in n np pn T 3 4

11 As to the treatment of the syllable see p 6 sq

B Morphology
a Verb

1 Employment of the full form in the jussive of hollow
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roots see A 1 b e g ipj cb 69 1 TV 74 2 cp
LA p XVI

2 Neglect of Dual in fOn 10
3 Plural 1 st pers used instead of singular for exx

see No 1
4 of the 2 nd and 3 d person pluralis omitted exx

13 2 70s
5 D 1 cp D not conjugated but with pron person

affixed ex 7 3
b Noun

1 Nisba The feminine termination iyya of the re
lative form is used in its widest sense and often merely
for the sake of the rhyme With a noun in plural not
permitted in classical Arabic in N TDtOfi 23 80 V 116
The termination aniyya apart from PP JKDBJ 34 4 and n JN im
48 4 which are frequent in other Jewish Arabic writings cp
7J 7975andBarth Nominalbildung p 368 ,inPIWl3 19

Rem We ought to expect dunyawiyy 80V 120
but the J is in both cases distinctly written
2 The cases are note marked exception Nitric 50 2

cp A 1 c
3 Accusativ of Dual and plur san used for nominativ

pjJU 10 cp 54
4 Pron suff 3 s pers masc sing in or 1 e g irn l

genet 48 3 HJJ 53 2 omitted after PI in PUl 4 s
5 Pron demonstr BOPI NT and I promiscuously used

for both genders and numbers exx 14 3 19 2 4 20 2
24 33 35 2 69 etc 36 3 with dual

C Syntax

1 The conjunctive particle jN omitted ex 18 2 44 2 48
80 V 349

2 The adjective qualifying a dual noun takes femin
sing form ex 10 SGV 275 sq
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3 Constructions with the accusative even in those
cases retained in Vulgar Arabic SGV 173 sq
325 sq are obselete but see B b 2

4 In some cases of status constr the Mudhdf has the
article ex 2 1 25 28 2 693 jajj 921

5 The numeral pjnN with its noun in sing fem 10 1 54 4
6 In the apodosis of conditional sentences the particle

B is omitted where it should be expected ex 18
23 2 52 1 although the Mubtadd is omitted
Trumpp p 412 As to 56 cp Tr 440 and 443

7 B omitted in the apodosis after NEN 26 2 see JQB
XV p 128 1 I

D Lexicography

pOSK K if JQB p 129 XXIP
JPN what
t frC 10 4 in order to
J TTq pi pwia 64 cmis 2AET 936 5f7 55
2N1 71 3 deba now again
3 N 3 20 student disciple
ob vb 20 etc 2,4 7 913 LA XVI
N D 42 G I 379
TD I s course D
CI C pi of C D pi C t6o 41 1 ladder D
ID pi IN1DN 10 metaphysical speculations 1AU
950 a I f 4 r 1 8
lL3N p 14 2 bridge for sing

TOT 45 2 to speafc allegorically IAU 949 D f7 243
wi Tin 2L1 IS 251
TNn n a II of iriN 63 2 hygienic influence IA U 934

See Trumpp der Bedingungssaz im Arabischen SA Munchen
p 409
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2 The Translation a Cod Montefiore Halb 205 b
in 80 fol 55 vo 67 written in distinct Span rabb
cursive The name of the copyist and the date are missing
Errata are corrected on the margin The text of the poem
is written in two lines and in larger characters than the
scholia which follow each bait For the other works con
tained in the MS all of which are written by the same
hand see Halberstam s Catalog p 31 p The table of contents
is written twice and in different hands on the fly leaf

I call it Cod A
b Cod Monac 57 s see Steinschneiders Die hebrr

HSS p 25
I call it Cod B







































































TRANSLATION
1 He who desires perfect happiness must devote

himself to study 1 by which means if he prospers in
his labours 2 he will obtain eternal life

2 This is the reward of the good 3 and there
is happiness to be gained therefore waste not thy time
but strive to advance ere death overtakes thee

3 Be thou even the greatest of men yet keep aloof
from those delighting only in vain pursuits

4 Man is absorbed in worldly pleasures his heart
full of desires but the gates of true happiness are closed
for him he stumbles blindly along a straight path 4

5 He whose mind s eye is opened sees the contempt

Viz Philosophy See NEth X ch 7 8 where Aristotle arrives
at the conclusion that perfect happiness is only to he found in contemp
lative speculation Philosophy contains the highest pleasures Maimuni
G Ill 461 cp 212 considers as the fourth kind of human perfection the

acquirement of the intellectual virtues which furnish man with pure meta
physical ideas and through which he obtains immortality Sch apparently
under Averroistic influence cp Munk A 7 453 STT1 121 sq andS /yp 18

2 vota DS course MS p 16 mentions the word as a meaningless

alliteration in the phrase jt The phrase is on account
of its modern character not to be found is Griinert s essay on Die
Alliteration im Altarabischen Verhh VII Or Congr Sem Sect p 182 287

s Litterally This is the happiness of him who has gained learning
With respect to the article of vita see p 15 T SMS aw Sch quote ffs
Commentary to Phys ch 7

4 kjh woy preposition omitted on account of the metre cp 29 4
4
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ibility of this world the sojourn in it is of short duration
miserable and evil

6 Many spend their life in vanities none of which
can be retained either by him possessed of abundance
or by the indolent or by the foolish

7 They exchange their imperishable treasure for a
phantom they lack firmness because they judge rashly J

8 It has been shown that intellect and ability are
the highest parts of man would that he appreciated
those gifts

9 If a man be wise and act judiciously he perfects
himself and brings himself nearer to the Sublime In
tellect 2

10 A powerful combination was formed of two ele
ments divine and human 3 to which was given an
upright form

11 He who turns from wickedness will be inspired
by the light of reason but who is more unworthy than
he in whom evil preponderates 4

12 Base desires pollute the soul purify and return
it to God 5

13 Intoxicated with the poison of your passion 6 0

rvipta judgment here subject cp G III 163 rem 2 ar fol
45 vo 1 4

s NEth it op also the words of the Philosopher in CH I 1
p 4 6 and IS in SR II 278

8 See SPM 12 Maim Hikh Yes Hatt IV 8 i IT/
4 See G I 21 IS in Sfi II 279 op AI I 24
5 The Arabic text is not quite correct v 3 0 rnirvn which the

copyist struck out and corrected in winnta which is equally obscure
I believe it is to be read Mnina whilst the conjunctive particle of the
following verse is omitted which is very common in vulgar texts
cp SGV 416 see also CH 428 and Hikh Yes Hatt IV 9

6 T Rise from the poison of shame Hos x 6 v 4 n nn does
not fit tho rhyme but gives the best sense see the textnote
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people ye are sunk in slumber but soon ye must depart,
either this day or the next

14 What thinks the arrogant one Does he not
reflect that this world is but a bridge which all men
alike must cross

15 Awake from thy slumber and seek seclusion 2
and peace the exercise of man s free will is followed 3
by repentance when his wickedness is of no avail

16 Let not perishable things be pleasing to you
either fine raiment or grand dwellings foolish it is thus
to delay eternal prosperity

17 Seek the mantle of wisdom 4 through study and
upright acts your endeavours will thus be idealized
and you will attain the desired aim

18 This is what is termed the Favour of God 5 by
which you may hope to find Him He who displeases God
sins greatly

19 Leave vain ornaments and earthly matters which
turn you astray from truth and strive after virtue

20 A scholar 6 cares not for worldly pleasures nor

See IS s poem On the human soul S oLw i I jj Jl
in Q I 304 Kamil

of f a f mwj l sUhsJl Jl Jy jJl lk L J j J L L jCs
Until the departure to the forbidden land approaches and the outset to the
vast field is near

2 Probably to be read ithx isolation see G III 438 and Mel 388
s Probably Kin opposite the change of n and 5 is not unfrequent

in vulgar texts
4 Lit Seek for the finest garment T nno Ps CXXXIII 2 Munk

G I 218 connects the employment of mis for quality with measure it
seems howere more appropriate to connect it with garment

6 See G I ch 36 and CH 6 9
6 TZMb signifies in the Maghr dialect a man versed in the Script

ure or who has studied the Qoran see Maltzan Reise in d Regentschaften
Tunis u Tripoli s I 88 cp IR in Mel 454
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does he find happiness in such desires the spirit of
knowledge is more powerful than earthly lusts

21 Nothing is nobler than a lofty soul and no
pleasure is greater than that of learning its delight is
spiritual all else is transitory

22 He who has tasted of knowledge shall not con
ceal his learning the ignorant man is of little account in
this world what shall he be in the next

23 They who acquire wisdom escape the doom of
annihilation learning is a step on the ladder leading to
heavenly realms 2

24 Thou sayest To understand this study its
essence should be first explained what subjects dost thou
counsel me to pursue

25 Learn the science of Religion which is the root
of human belief then the science of Healing which resto
res a strong constitution to the body

26 To understand what relates to the Primary
Cause Physics 5 must be studied after which Metaphysics
form the most important subject and therefore should be
studied afterwards

27 Before however commencing these you must
zealously pursue the science of Logic 5 the theories of
which lead the way to the speculative sciences

lit in the last marat is the common term used is the Qoran for
the next world

2 See p 51 rem 1 and SU 29 rem 182
3 nyooto ahy see G I ar fol 5ro L 10 39 1 4 The Arabic

Philosophers styled Aristotle s Physics also ipzahx jindo w op G I 380 n
4 nya p nyna N lys pi the Arabic translation of Metaphysics

also called inMn thfm G I ar f 5 ib T nifrm
5 jKfmta UNp see G I ar fol lfiro 1 17 oN pSti mp chy T mspfn

Our author mentions Logic after Metaphysics but he says litterally
AFTER having taken care to study the paragraphs of logic Sch jiiiS tr
pwin ny T by hsn cup The order of philosophical studies is according
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28 Through Astronomy you will acquire a knowledge
of Geometry 1 and the movements of the constellations of
the heavenly bodies

29 Endeavour to learn all these thoroughly as
through them man attains perfection The study of
other branches here omitted is not compulsory 2

30 These seven classes of sciences are further
subdivided and having asquired them happiness is
in store for thee

31 Let thy chief endeavour be to ascertain how
to meet thy Creator Show thyself humble then
will He find pleasure in thee seeing the purity of
thy character 3

32 Think not that knowledge is exhaustible 4 or

to the Arabic Aristotelians Logic Mathematics Physics cp G I 193
1 Tibbon rentes rAnn tahra vAaa t n rmston nxT ab rrcro n ibb m ni
non by niHioSa pyrin cp SPM 19 T 28 considers the wneS Sch
Algebra Geometry Music and Metric as ornamental rather than obligatory
in the sense of the other branches According to the Arr Philosophers
Mathematics and Astronomy form part of Physics G I 14 n Regarding
the difference between the Mathematician and Physician see Phys II c
2 IS places the Mathematical sciences between Metaph and Phys
cp Melanges 227 and 357

1 unptt w uby Science of calculating the distances in the firmament
The author distinguishes between Astronomy and Mathematics in order
to gain the number seven T cp preceding rem has for mathematics
a separate bait 28 and translates itnpote aby by B aiis D nytw 29 as
auxiliary study to Astronomy cp Sck

2 0 294 T 283 4
3 T 33 cp G I 47 III 457 sq
4 T 31 G I ch 17 begins nutate tibybm n jtsn tib 0 ntayta

is to be read D ySn al elm as the syllable is lengthened on account
of the metrical accent The verse does however not refer to the
Aristotelian theory admitted by Maimuni G II ch 27 that the final
destruction of this world is not a postulate but depends upon the
divine will
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that there is any part of it which can give content 1
yet strive to illuminate by study the darkness of thy mind

33 Hast thou reached this limit then isolate thyself
meditate and sharpen thy intellect while thy thoughts
are pure 2

34 Learning in combination with a devout life is the
truest approach to God and the truest worship of Him
The love of this world shows but an ignoble spirit 3

35 Thou demandest How can I master all these
subjects Begin bestir thyself and withdraw from
mankind 4

36 Endeavour gradually to raise thyself and ab
andon ignorance and shame in avoiding these thou rea
diest the incomparable standard 5

37 Thy good or ill fortune will depend on thy ap
proximation to God Listen to the advice of thy friend
if thou wilt derive benefit from his friendship 6

38 When thou hast attained this standard God
will open for thee the gate which leads to the Creating
Intellect He will bestow gifts on thee but the choicest
treasure will be thy connection with Him 7

39 This is the opinion of philosophers and theolo
gians of different sects 8 and none will be found to
oppose this view

40 Follow the common advice of these and be guided
by it hear and be obedient Entreat God himself to
explain to thee what is hidden

0 to be read n x S on account of the rhyme and not tv i
2 T 34
3 r 32
4 T 36 Cp p 53 rem 2
6 T 37
6 T 38
7 T 35
8 Sch mention the Mutakallims Mu tazilites and Ash arites



41 That He may inspire those who delight in study 1
and devote themselves to it This well planned order is
His work and the result of His Allpowerful wisdom

42 Every wise man is anxious to learn and to gain
accomplishments hut when the fool hears them spoken of
he considers them full of deceit

43 Children 2 must not partake of rich food and
honey is disliked by the sick 3 He who has a malady
of the eye shuns the glaring light of the sun

44 All this is said allegorically and I will not speak
in plain language my intention being that it should
come to you in a strange guise 4 not correct in form
and as a sort of jest

45 My style is enigmatic and my words are but hints
to students He who understands them must be distin
guished by philosophical learning 5

46 Thou shouldst know how to reply to him who

J Literally That God may inspire this nn ta i unn cp HA
15 25 bis whilst the syllable i is added on account of the metre The
same is the case with ilah i T differs considerably but its extreme shortness
makes it doubtful whether the translator understood the verse rightly

cp G I 132
3 O aoihtt see textnote T nVin The word is perhaps a graeco ara

maicism derived from voattv The same idea is expressed G I 112
with reference to Prov XXV 27 and Eccl VII 16 viz that
too much learning is as detrimental to the mind as an overdosis of
honey for a sick man Otherwise honey was regarded as a very impor
tant component of various medicines cp Qoran XVI 71 and Sontheimer
Zusgs Heilmittel pp 109,139

4 0 probably for aiyt and this for rujw cp p 13
6 The last two baits are evidently a paraphrase of G I 115 viz

Metaphysics are like an indigestible food only to be taught after proper
prepartion and even then in an allegorical manner
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questions thee concerning the author of the Principles
the simple suhstance 2 and the other elements

47 The sky is a simple body 3 Substance is likewise
a unity the natural consequence is that God is also a unity

48 He who would acknowledge this must understand 4
what is meant by Unity but he who misinterprets it de
nies the existence of God 5

49 The abstraction from a multitude is one and
what cannot be otherwise described what can be divided
cannot be a unity but is a quantity 6

50 One is what cannot be counted but is absolute
simplicity 7 this is the Primary Cause in the cbain ot
evolutions 8

51 He represents the limit of all forms 9 and is the
finality of all that is final His power is infinite and
eternal over all things

52 All that moves has a moving power which is again 10

J taufa cp G II 230 sq
2 See fflf 69ro I 3 from the bottom np prfa vvA
8 Literally taken from G I ch 72 beginning

0 ana should be read one Sch pan
5 The author says that he who wishes rightly to understand the

Unity of God must first have clear ideas on the subject of Unity else
he is in danger of doubting the existence of God who is a Necessary
Existence imha G I 232 ar fol 09r 1 9 Sch niM ion awftn
In his conception of Unity the author seems to follow IR rather than
Maimuni who with IS takes it as an accidence cp G ii rem SPM 28
A X 2 p 86

e cp G I 181,233 K p 78,89 cp AI II ch 9 10
7 See above rem 2 and G I 234
8 See G I ch 09 fol 89vo 1 9 tyssfm aaoto
9 Almost verbally from G I fol 90 1 14 hi tnj Njrn 1,1 ninb

trvutntj id 1 17 it ji rem hytts nsn ruwuto n u njt h p Ninas
The bait expresses the Aristotelian idea that God is at the same time
creator form and final cause cp also G I fol 89r 1 11

10 See GI ar fol 3vo 1 5 17th proposition nuns nine rr B pnno hi
cp 1 317 and SR II 289
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set in motion by another this eontiunes till an immov
able motor is encountered 1

53 He is the author of all origin all that exists com
mences with him and progresses with unbroken continuity 2

54 There are two general principles 3 for all existing
things which are to be found not only in the essence
but also in the matter 4

55 The local movements are three 5 on account of
three starting points 6 three is the most perfect number
and the first complete one 7

56 The trinity must be denied 8 to him who is
above the three 9 A triplet of judges was instituted
lest an error should arise in judgment 10

1 Literally is without passive movement cp Phys VIII oh G
y al to nQ tov xn ovv axivrjiov

2 See G II 24
3 See G II 22 22n l proposition matter and form cp Sc/i
4 Growing and destruction cp Sch
r Sch 1 from the centre 2 to the centre 3 around the centre

Aiist De coelo I oh 2 defines the three movements thus from the
centre upwards 2 to the centre downwards 3 around the centre An
other definition lie gives Phys V eh 4 rpi a yait tan tov ani uov trtol
a kiyofitv xr,v xivrjow o xal hi o xal bra cp K p 171 see also
g ii ysr m

G literally three principles io ai substratum form and the op
posite das Entblbsslsein cp Phys I 7

T In the Pythagorean theory of Numbers the three is the first
simple odd number composed of one and two which is the first simple
number cp MEt I eh 5,6 and also Philo ed Mangey De creatione p 3

8 See G T 181 As to IS s proof against Trinity cp ST II 89 see
also LA p 86 sqq

9 Sch above the three worlds viz of angels spheres and nether world
10 V 3 is very dubious O nnKV i noyHta Scini which although ditto

graph y would give a sense Cod Par has j mpn nmjo which is
probably not quite correct perhaps to be read jN n,dd another feature
of the number THREE is that The verse is evidently not in connection
with the preceding of the same bait T differs greatly and seems to have
misunderstood the bait entirely From v 4 we may perhaps conclude
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57 The Beginning further comprises four from the
division and addition of which all things are formed
All that exists partakes of them and the dissolution of
them means death

58 Upon careful consideration 1 find five beginnings 2
my fulcrum is proved by logical demonstration

59 Every thing that moves can turn in six direc
tions 3 every side has an opposite one but the best
movement is that above

60 Every living thing can move itself in six diffe
rent manners 4 but inanimate objects cannot move
themselves A plant has two movements and havenly
beings have six

61 When thou hast reached seven then thou findest
seven planets 5 in their seven spheres with forward and
backward movements 6

62 Also seven climates 7 and seven metals 8 the
limits of the principles with respect to physical matters
are thus seven

63 The influence of the moon on every seventh day

that the author alluded to the court composed of three judges See
Mischnah Sanhedrin ch lj

Viz elements cp K Halt fV ,3,9 cp Arist De Coclo IV
ch 5 SR ff 301 see also Sch

Probably the four elements and the ether which is called niji xrov
aojfia See G II 25 cp I 356 Sch leferring to bail 54 o iibm vhivn
and DoSj jn c oxy add nynni mixn iisinn see p 59 rem 6

See Sch cp SR II 297 8
4 See Sch
6 According to the Ptolemean System in the following order

Moon Mercure Venus Sun Mars Jupiter Saturnus
6 The apparently retrograde movement of the planets which till

Copernicus was explained by means of the theory of the epicycles
See Q II 7 cp G 111 226 rem 6

8 See Q ib and I 204 G ib
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is universally known through natural and astronomical
researches

64 The crisis of illnesses takes place on the seventh
day and no physician can prevent it in short seven
has the upper hand in all things

65 I must here also mention the observance of the
seventh day the importance of the seventh month 2 and
the release of the slave in the seventh year 3

66 The days of the feast are seven between two
of them are seven times seven days the lambs of the
feast offerings are seven 4 how greatly is this number
distinguisted

67 Aristotle says He who gives the advice to obey
nature gives the best law and regulations 5

68 He made this observation reflecting that the chief
law in its practical and philosophical sense is divine 6

69 I do not say that these lines are devoid of proofs
they come from the gate of wisdom

70 These are metaphysical problems which I have
treated in a number of books 7 only a few highly cultured
ones will understand them they concern God s first cre
ating command

Take seven and seven times seven and seven then
add again seven then thou hast Seventy

Finished is the Sab Tniyya and praise be to God

Q I 19 sqq
2 Tisohri
3 Sch mittah

4 Numb XXVIII 19,27
5 See NEth III 10 and other places ep G III 47 261 sq 416 sq
6 SeeA EtA X 9

See p 5

5 3

r
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